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Workshop agenda 
• Introduction
• Overview and Data Structure
• Input Data
• Merging data sets
• Attribute generation heuristics
• Final Network Model & Data Visualisation
• Users Feedback 
• Questions 
Pathway









1. Loading data sets
(Many raw data sets)
2. Converting into SciGRID_gas structures
(Many component data sets)
3. Combining
(Single component data set)
4. Generation of missing attributes
(Single filled component data set)
5. Simplifying data set
(Single network data set 4 modelling) Single 
network 
data set 
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Physical based methods Statistical based method
Methods of attribute generation
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• Pipe capacity ~ diameter2 * max pressure
• Directionality of gas flow
• Any parameter can be related to any other 
parameter (in each element)
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Pre-processing of components
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− Pipe(pipe_class_Emap) → compressor(pipe_class_EMap)
→ Pipe_pipe_class_EMAP
− Pipe(max_cap)  → compressor(max_cap)
→ Pipe_max_cap
− LNG(max_cap_store2pipe) → pipe(max_cap)
→ LNG_max_cap
− Compressor(max_pressure) → pipe(max_pressure)
→ Comp_max_pressure
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Physical based heuristics (N = 74)
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• Pipe capacity ~ diameter2 * max pressure
− r2 = 0.77
− Ave (%-diff) = 37%
• Pipe Diameter2 ~ pipe capacity / max pressure
− r2 = 0.63
− Ave (%-diff) = 29%
• Max pressure ~ pipe capacity / pipe diameter2
− r2 = 0.32
− Ave (%-diff) = 14%
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Physical based heuristics
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− Sink & Source
➢Storages
− Pipeline capacity
− LNG/storages/border point capacities
− Summer/winter simulation
− Shortest path
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Approach Regression methods
Statistical based heuristics
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• Selection which attribute to be independent 
• Selection which attribute to be estimated
• Within component relate attributes
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Possible statistical methods
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Histogram plots Attribute relation plots
Inspection of heuristic process
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Distribution of Raw and estimated values Log representation
Inspection of heuristic process
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Checking generated attribute values
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• Compressor:
− 70 < max_press_bar < 200
➢Replacing value with min or max
➢Setting new uncertainty value
• LNGs
− 1 < max_workingGas_M_m3 < 1000
➢Replacing value with min or max
➢Setting new uncertainty value
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PipeSegments
Results of heuristic processes
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Attrib Name N(R) N(E) Mean Med P(10) P(90) MAE(E) |Z|
diameter_mm 768 1291 980.92 964.55 800 1219 132 0.84
max_cap_M_m3_per_d 310 1749 48 42 15 79 22 3.62
max_pressure_bar 557 1502 77 75 70 83 6.15 0.95
is_bothDirection 194 1865 0.0563 0 0 0 0.5 17
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